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As already published by Shintani et al, gas plasma sterilization is
the alternative sterilization procedures to the existing sterilization
procedures due to applicable to the several sensitive healthcare 
products and attainable both sterility assurance level (SAL) of  
10-6 and material/functional compatibility, which authorities and 
GMP (good manufacturing practice) are required. In addition 
there was progress in the field of  plasma-based sterilization, there 
are still some questions. The aim of  this editorial is to mention 
briefly some of  un-resolved sterilization mechanisms as well as to 
draw further perspectives of  sterilization technique.

The atmospheric- and low-pressure gas plasma can be used to 
sterilize bioburden in the surfaces. Several mechanisms have been 
clearly identified, namely reaction with reactive species as shown 
in Figures 1-2 were mostly the major contributors. The speculat-
ed major contributor was peroxynitrite anion. Nitric monooxide 
radical detected by us [3] combines with superoxide anion and 
produce peroxynitrite anion on the biological indicator spores or 
bioburden to sterilize them. Life period of  the peroxynitrite ani-
on, nitric monoxide radical and superoxide anion was a few s, 3-6 
s and 5 s, respectively, which are relatively long period compared 
with most of  radicals with μ s life period such as OH radical. As 
the outer layers of  gram-negative and gram-positive bacteria have 
been charged (Figure 3), therefore charged contributors cannot 
penetrate into the interior of  the bacteria to attack interior DNA 
or RNA. In that sense, nitric monoxide radical can be understood 
due to neutral, but superoxide anion has a problem to understand 
due to minas charge. As a whole speculation of  peroxynitrite an-
ion was problematic to define and required to consider another 
reasonable factor to consider without problems. As being indicat-
ed charged factors can be neglected as contributors. This indicates 
that metastables of  N or O may be the major contributors due to 
a few s of  life period, neutral and abundant energy produced from 
the excited state to the ground state emitted energy to destroy 
bacteria. Radicals may be candidate as they are not charged, but 
their life period is too short such as a few μ s, so radicals with long 
life period may be the candidates. In that means NO radical with 
3-6 s of  life period may also be candidate, but unfortunately NO 
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Figure 1. Model case of  gas plasma exposure.
Cited from http://www.astp.com/plasma-equipment/applications
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radical has no sterilization or disinfection function.

UV leads to very effective sterilization when spores are not 
clumped on the materials. However, UV or VUV alone is not effi-
cient for inactivating bacterial spores, endotoxin or prion proteins, 
indicating gas plasma produce UV or VUV (Figures 1 and 2), but 
they are not completely major contributors.

Apart from the problems related to the matrix effect, another 
practical difficulty in the use of  plasma discharges is related to 
their directionality and their limited penetration at 10-20 nm in 
high aspect ratio holes and trenches (1ow-pressure plasma dis-
charges, [1, 2]). The former requires special handling of  the 
equipment during treatment, which complicates the operation. 
The latter requires the procedure to be carried out at intermediate 
pressures: this limits the efficiency of  the chemical sputtering ef-
fect, which decreases the sterilization effects.

Finally, plasma treatments are not very compatible with pre-pack-
aged instruments, as the packaging may block the reactive species
created by the plasma discharge. This is particularly crucial for 
atmospheric plasma treatment, since at low pressure, the plasma 
discharge could in principle be created inside the package, which 
means gas plasma sterilization is not carried out like γ-ray or e-
beam irradiation sterilization. This is seriously obstacle to apply 
the gas plasma sterilization for the practical use in future.
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Figure 2. Example of  oxygen gas plasma exposure.
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Figure 3. Outer layer of  gram negative and gram positive bacteria.
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